
THE VITRELUXE STORY
Award winning artist, designer, craftsmen and educator,  
Lynn Everett Read has focused on glass working for more than  
two decades. A diverse artistic background ranging from painting,  
sculpture, woodworking and theatrical set-building continues to  
play an important role in Lynn’s inventive approach to glass working. 

Vitreluxe was founded by Lynn in 1999 with the desire to build an  
advanced glass studio with some unique alterations to allow for versatility 
and efficiency. The name Vitreluxe was derived from two words:  
vitreous, the brilliant luster of glass and deluxe, the mid-century  
benchmark of quality. Since the studio’s first spark ignited, Vitreluxe  
has grown into a maker’s mark of superior quality. 

“The physical element of glassblowing is dynamic and requires  
choreography. It’s a studied meditation and a dress rehearsal.  
We move through the studio as a group from the furnace, where we  
gather molten glass at 2150 degrees, to our workbench, where  
we shape the glass with hand tools to achieve the desired volume,  
thickness and form. We work steadily from start to finish as if in  
scenes of a play. We can’t stop to break; we must keep the glass hot  
and moving until the finality.” 

www.vitreluxe.com
MADE BY HAND IN PORTL AND, OREGON
All work designed and made by Lynn Everett Read



PENTA . Pendant + Chandelier

Sculptural silhouettes with strong geometric shape  
and graphic surface texture. The new “Penta”lighting is molded  

using a hand build steel mold fabricated in house.

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS—Single pendant (5” canopy),  
3 point cluster (14” canopy) or built custom by request

SOCKET—Medium Base (E26) 120V, 
 RECOMMENDED BULB—Edison LED T9 ( 170 Lumens)  or  Incandescent  Appliance 

BULB—A15 60W 120V, 650 Lumens
GL ASS SIZE—12.5”h (w/ Hardware) X 9”w X 9”d 

UL certified
HARDWARE COLOR—Gun black, brushed brass, or chrome

GL ASS COLOR—gray, clear, opaline white
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CRYSTAL . Luster

The Luster series is a play with both transmitted vs reflected light.  
Depending on the illumination the glazed surfaces  
will shift from a gold luster to and aqua blue transparent  
color depending on the angle of light. This kinetic  
style is a fresh take on contemporary glass design. 

VASE—11”h x 5.5”w x 4” 
BOWL—5”h x 8.5”w x 7.75”  
BOWL—3”h x 5.5”w x 4.75”
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VITRELUXE HAS EXPANDED ITS CRYSTAL SERIES TO NOW INCLUDE A SPECIAL LUSTER  
EDITION, CHARACTERIZED BY SELECT FACETS WHICH SHIFT IN COLOR DEPENDING  
ON THE ANGLE OF VIEW AND THE DIRECTION AND INTENSITY OF LIGHT STRIKING ITS  
SURFACE. THIS UNIQUE OPTICAL FEATURE IS ATTRIBUTED TO A THIN LAYER OF  
DICHROIC MATERIAL THAT IS FUSED TO THE GLASS SURFACE, CREATING AN ARRAY  
OF PERCEIVED COLORS FROM METALLIC GOLD LUSTER TO TRANSPARENT AZURE BLUE.



CRYSTAL . Chandelier options

Natures architecture inspired this series with strong angles,  
color play, and striking texture. The studios second iteration inspired  

by the shape of Quarts Crystals, the purest form of silica  
and the base material used to make glass. This series pay homage  

to the material buy reference of texture, gradient of color and structure.

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS—Single pendant  (5” canopy),  
3 point cluster (9” canopy) or built custom by request

SOCKET—Medium Base (E26) 120V 
RECOMMENDED BULB—Edison LED T9 120 volt

SIZE—23.5”h  (w/ Hardware) x 3.5”w X  4”d
HARDWARE COLOR—Gun black ( Pictured) 

GL ASS COLOR—gray, clear, gold
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CRYSTAL FLOAT 

This series of mixed materials combined glass and steel into a functional 
sculpture with a visual balance of negative and positive spaces.

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS—Table top or wall mount
SIZE—8” X 2.25”w X 10”h (w/glass)
HARDWARE—Gun black
GL ASS COLOR—clear, color available by request + fee
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CORE 

This contemporary take on the vase is formed from casting molten 
glass over a carved texture surface and then core drilling the void.  
The result is a functional object whose textured surface and thick  
nature will elevate any floral arrangement. 

GL ASS COLOR—Clear
SIZE—4.5” x 4.5”. x 1.5”w

STUMP COCKTAIL SET

The Stump Cup pays homage to the oak aging process of finely crafted whiskeys. 
We molded this set’s unique texture from an oak branch, which was then  
processed into a bronze blow mold. We then blew a bubble of glass inside,  
creating oak bark texture just like the original branch, complete with a live edge  
detail on the lip and nail stir stick. 

COMPLETE STUMP SET INCLUDES—Two tumblers, stir stick (glass nail) & cocktail vessel. 
SIZE—4” tumblers 10 oz / 7” stir vessel Liquid capacity is 22 oz / 650ml.
WORKS WITH— standard julep strainer and hawthorne strainer.
GL ASS COLOR—clear, charcoal gray 


